THE women of Palestine, who have gone all out for victory in the factory, in the field and in the PATS, Palestine's equivalent of the WACs in America, are now joining the WAAF (Women's Auxiliary Air Force) to back up the R.A.F. in the Middle East. Recruitment in the WAAF was begun early this year and already a substantial number of WAAFers have been transferred to active duty in Egypt after completing their training "somewhere in Palestine." Enrollment in the WAAF is open to all women between the ages of 18 and 40. Their training in Palestine is largely technical, for when they go into actual service they are called upon to engage in a wide variety of skilled trades as their part in keeping the Royal Air Force flying for victory. Both on the home front and the battlefront the Jewish women are devoting themselves completely to a speedy triumph for democracy. (At right) with a helmet as candelabrum a Pat greets the Sabbath.

The girl behind the man who drops the bombs.
Sabbath Eve on a Desert Battlefield